Abstract -This paper describes a workstation that uses a multimodal approach to screen substitution for the visually impaired computer user-programmer or applications specialist, and presents the results of an experiment that compared performance using a working prototype of the new design to performance using a conventional key -controlled talking terminal. An improvement in performance that was both statistically and practically significant was found. Furthermore, the new device was preferred by members of the target population. The study also noted that a computer screen is a less than optimal substitute for printed documents, especially books, even for sighted users.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NCREASING numbers of interesting and remunerative careers depend, these days, on an ability to use computers. Jobs are available for those trained in computer skills, and also for those with skills in other fields who are able to cope with the computer aids that are available. Companies find that appropriate applications of computers generally increase productivity and profits while allowing them to provide a better service. Many new products and services arise from the direct needs for new computer hardware and software to provide appropriate aids in manufacturing, professional activity, banking, and the like. One result of this pressure has been to find better ways of making computer power available to those who need it, either as computer professionals generating new products, or as end users applying leverage to their brain power by exploiting these products in their businesses. This is the fundamental reason for the blossoming of computerhuman interaction as a subdiscipline, with roots in computer science, psychology, linguistics and electrical engineering. Innovation in computer-human interaction (CHI) can make computers more accessible, productive, reliable and satisfying to programmers and end-users alike.
In this context, careers based on computers seem increasingly attractive to people suffering from visual impairment. The use of magnified fonts, Braille printers and speech synthesisers, coupled with the ability to touch type and call for a little help, have allowed such people to be competitive in ordinary careers in computing. Special talking terminals were developed to allow line and even simple screen editors to be used reasonably effectively based on the use of keys to provide incremental control of the system cursor ("step" keys); various function keys to control the facilities offered, including the form of speech feedback (spelled or spoken, on or off, etc.); and speech itself to act as a substitute for the normal visual feedback needed to find and correct material being edited, or read documentation, help text, and the like.
There are some rather subtle aspects to this kind of operation, especially given the substitution of audition for vision, that may not be immediately obvious. For example, more than one conceptual cursor is involved. Apart from the obvious system cursor, which marks the place where changes will occur and may determine (for a talking terminal) what will be spoken next, there is a user cursor that corresponds to the point of regard for the sighted user, and may be used in a variety of ways. For example, it is implicitly used in visual search to determine where next to move the system cursor, or as the basis for checking context when deciding whether or not the system cursor is correctly positioned. It is also used in simple reading, while the system cursor keeps track of what may be called the "working location." Other cursors may be associated With the extent of a region that is to be identified for some purpose, or as place keepers. In reading a real book, information is available in the form of book marks, and location within the book (how much of the book lies either side of the pages currently visible) or within the page. This information is valuable and usable when trying to find something in a large body of text. Sighted readers often have a clear visual memory of where to find something. Such information is not readily available even to sighted readers, once they access text using a computer because page layout, for example, may vary during scrolling. Scroll bars may give an idea of whereabouts the reader is within the overall text file, but usually only in relative form. Deciding on the absolute size of the file, getting a feel for how far to advance to reach some desired point, may be difficult and very likely will depend on counting pages or using a key term or heading, which is only part of how people read real books. This sort of limitation explains why many people, even experienced computer users, prefer to print out a hard copy of computer text for proof reading, debugging, or reference. Benest and Jones [2] , in their work on the computer emulation of books, have given a good account of some of the attributes people use in reading books. The topic is also considered in [7] and [5, ch. 3 ], where problems of existing computer substitutes based on both screen and talking terminal access are discussed.
When text is presented by computer, for reading, as part of an edit session, and so on, many of the cues that facilitate such activities as browsing, searching, and verification during other kinds of text access (for example, in books or files) have been changed or even eliminated. Thus even normal readers labor under some constraints when accessing or editing text using a computer, as noted. On the whole, users seem to feel that the benefits outweigh the disadvantages. They like the ease with which corrections may be made, and the convenience of various other facilities including fast access and text manipulation This has clearly been true, to a lesser extent, for the visually impaired user, even though such a user works at a considerable disadvantage compared to the sighted user. Thus, when reading a (Braille) book or other document, tactile cues allow a blind reader to judge how big it is, whereabouts the current location is relative to the start and end of the text, and so on. When reading computer text, the sighted reader can use visual feedback (line counts and numbers, for example) to substitute for the missing cues, but the blind user only obtains such information by laborious means.
The advent of new forms of interaction such as direct manipulation, which place a vastly increased emphasis on much more demanding forms of visual feedback, threaten to make the relative disadvantages suffered by the visually impaired quite overwhelming. At least with step keys and search commands, the visually impaired user can count, touch-type, and receive relevant auditory feedback; although tasks like manipulating more than one cursor, or ensuring that the intended occurrence of a word has been found are more problematical. Equally, learning all the function key combinations and their effects (especially if layouts or assignments are awkward) presents problems. One commercially available talking terminal had key combinations that were physically difficult to span with a normal hand. A sighted user can easily monitor actions by direct visual feedback and has fewer commands and functions to worry about anyway. But if simple access can be difficult, how does someone who cannot see the screen use a "mouse" to position a cursor or select an option? How does such a user interpret the arbitrarily ordered string of characters and control codes returned from a host during optimized screen update? How can that user keep in mind the different functions and purposes of material in multiwindow operation, if it can only be accessed serially, in the order of the character raster or host input? And how distracting will it be to receive continual time updates and messages confirming checkpoints, over the audio channel, when concentrating on composition. The alternative may be worse. If the audio output is disabled for incoming messages, important error or system information ("System down in 2 min, please save files and log off."), may pass unnoticed.
The Touch 'n Talk workstation, being developed on the basis of research carried out at the University of Calgary, provides some of the advantages and mechanisms of direct manipulation access and control for visually impaired computer users (programmers or end-users), by substituting touch, synthesised speech, and proprioceptive feedback for vision. Our experiments suggest that visually impaired users perform editing tasks better, can access menus and the like more effectively, and are more satisfied by such a device than when using a conventional key-based talking terminal.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE
A. Introduction
The Touch 'n Talk I workstation, in its current form is based on an Atari 1040ST personal computer. To provide the special forms of input and output needed to carry out its functions, a talker, a textured pad, and a device to send and receive data over a telephone line are also all attached to the computer. Options include a Versabraille 1 machine, a printer, and a Braille printer. Fig. 1 shows a photograph of the textured pad currently in use. The pad, which may vary in design, is central to the system, providing a tactile/proprioceptive model of the screen that, coupled with text-to-speech translation, becomes a pseudodisplay. Although a prototype system has been implemented and tested (see Section III), what follows is a brief user-oriented view of a full system currently in an advanced state of development in the first author's laboratory. Not all parts are fully implemented, but enough has been tested to form a standalone editing workstation that should be fully operational by the time this paper appears in print.
B. Speech Output
The talker (a resonance analogue speech synthesizer, together with driving programs in the system), is able to convert any written material into equivalent spoken output, at various rates of speech. Variations in rhythm, intonation and speaker characteristics are possible.
C. The Pseudo-Display
The current textured pad (Fig. 1) , shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2 , is 12 in square and has a central portion about 11.5 in by 9 in laid out with 44 horizontal grooves (rows) in a pattern analogous to the lines of text or Braille in a book. These are flanked by vertical grooves (columns), five on the left and two on the right. No specific fixed characters are represented in the grooves, or anywhere else on the pad. However, certain regular patterns may be felt to help in keeping track of position and movement when feeling the pad. The pad provides a physical reference for what may be thought of as a virtual screen on which text and function selections may be "displayed" and/or activated. The pad, backed by synthesized speech, thus forms a pseudodisplay. The real screen (CRT display) is also made to show what is placed on the virtual screen, partly to help in software development for the system by sighted programmers, and partly to allow sighted colleagues to collaborate with visually impaired users. The particular material referenced at any given time is determined by the computer and user working together. The computer is able to detect gestures (rates and kinds of movement) as well as position, so that a variety of flexible, convenient forms of control and pseudodisplay are possible. Thus page turning may be associated with the action of stroking a top corner of the pad, or the action specified in a column may vary depending on just how the column was entered. Of the 44 rows on the tablet, the lower 41 represent a "window" that reveals a portion of a file or document, or provides a working area for other purposes. The characters that are revealed in the window are placed in simple one-toone correspondence with distinct physical co-ordinates on the textured pad. At any given time, a particular character within the material being dealt with is remembered by the computer as its working location. A special flag, called the system cursor, marks this position so that the user can also find it. The user's working location, corresponding to the "point of regard" or eye fixation point for normally sighted users, can also be marked by a special flag, the user cursor, so that the system can keep track of it. The system and user cursors may or may not coincide, depending on what operations are taking place. It is always possible to move the system cursor to the user cursor and vice versa, or to find the system cursor, or to remember the current position of the user cursor and restore it to its remembered position later on. In addition to setting up a main working area, provision is made for natural convenient access, function selection, and control. Two columns run from the top edge of the pad to the bottom, on the right-hand side. One of these allows the system cursor to be found or manipulated quickly. The other allows fine control for the position of the window within a file or document, if files or documents are being viewed. Five more columns run down the left-hand side of the pad. Four of these provide a structured view of whatever text material is being examined or edited and are called holophrast columns. A holophrastic display presents material in condensed form, as nodes, and provides a facility for expanding the nodes. Such a structure may be hierarchical. The four holophrast columns of the Touch 'n Talk operate on single level nodes and allow: headings/paragraphs; sentences; phrases; and lines or column entries to be detected and also spoken, if desired, without having to touch the main text area (working area). The fifth column, on the extreme left of the pad, provides a variety of soft function selections, including asking for help and calling different windows onto the pad. In addition, page turning is accomplished by stroking the top left corner of the pad to page back, or the top right corner to page forwards, as if picking up the corner of a real page. This requires deliberate action, and avoids accidental page changes, acting as a gestural analog of page turning. Other functions also depend on the recognition of such gestures, rather than explicit, nonredundant function selection using simple buttons, partly to make selection robust and partly to tap into the normal habits of thought possessed by users. Within the main working area, what is spoken depends on the movement of the user cursor which is controlled by the user's finger moving along the grooves accompanied by the tip of a digitizing stylus. The use of a stylus originally seemed a regrettable compromise with less than perfect technology, but experiment suggests that its use is actually preferrable, as explained in the discussion of the experiment below. Nevertheless, "finger position" will be used in talking about user cursor control, since this is the subjectively important aspect. The tactile cues are important.
Thus finger position determines what is spoken, and its rate of movement determines the rate of speech. Above a certain rate it is assumed that the reader is skimming, and only those important words that can fit into the time available are spoken. If the user moves very slowly, it is assumed that a spelled version of the current word is needed, and the system proceeds in spelled speech mode. If the user stops, the speech stops. If the user then taps at the same location, the most recent (current) word is repeated as it was last spoken (spelled or normal). If the user taps twice in quick succession (a double tap), then the system cursor is made to coincide with the current user cursor and its old position is remembered by placing a third special flag called the mark there. If the user moves slowly back along the reverse direction of reading, the words are repeated in reverse order (presumably some intended point has been passed). But if the user moves back quickly, it is assumed that this is a "move to" gesture, and no further speech or action is generated until the user cursor reaches an active function, an active holophrast node, or resumes normal movement within the text area. A similar distinction is made for movements in other directions.
At the right, the column nearest the text area allows the system cursor to be found. Touching within this column causes a tone to be generated. In moving up and down the column, the frequency of the tone varies, decreasing as the user cursor gets closer to the line position of the system cursor, and becoming zero or null (no tone) when the user cursor is opposite the text cursor line. Moving left into that line of the text area then repeats the process of tone generation with the null occurring at the character marked by the system cursor. In normal mode, the cursor will be on the first character of a group of characters surrounded by white space (tabs, spaces, end-of-line characters, etc.)-a word. In spelled-speech mode, the cursor will be positioned on the character last accessed by the user cursor. If the user happens to touch exactly on the null point during such a search, a slight movement either way will quickly reveal this. If the system cursor is not within the current working area, the top or bottom of the line-finding column will be reached before the tone vanishes. Tapping twice in rapid succession will reposition the window so that the system cursor line is in the middle of the window (for nonpaged material), or the window will be moved to the page in which the system cursor appears. In either case, the cursor is then readily found, but definite action is required to move off the current page/window. A system message is generated that keeps a note of the "distance" moved, and may be accessed in the system message window.
A double tap at the location of the system cursor will exchange the mark with the system cursor. The swapping process may be repeated indefinitely, but provides a means of locating the mark, if this should prove necessary. With the user cursor at the system cursor, the user simply swaps the system cursor with the mark and then finds the system cursor again.
The second column at the right is used for fine vertical positioning of the window within a body of text. Stroking up or down in the column and then tapping once (to signal readiness) moves the window by an amount physically equivalent to the finger movement. If paged material is being dealt with an audible beep sounds when the top or bottom of the window reaches the top or bottom of the page, as appropriate, and the window stops. If a further stroking movement is made in the same direction, movement continues again, and a new beep signifies if and when the middle of the window reaches the top or bottom of the page. At this point, the window cannot be moved any further using the vertical positioning mechanism. This is useful in maintaining consistency in layout while still allowing material crossing page boundaries to be dealt with conveniently. To move to a previous or subsequent page, the page turning mechanism must be used. If the page is turned, the window will then be positioned with its top edge coincident with the top edge of the new page.
For unpaged material the rightmost column simply allows continuous scrolling. However, based on our experience, we believe that all computer text should be in paged form, and unpaged material should be "published" (by passing it through at least a simple text formatter) before being made available for viewing.
The holophrast columns allow a convenient structured view of, and access to, material in the working area. Running up or down one of the holophrast columns produces no effect until the user cursor is opposite a line containing the start of at least one of the specified elements (heading/paragraph, sentence, phrase, or line/column entry). This position is a holophrast node for the kind of unit in question. A beep is produced when a node is encountered the first time following some other activity. Tapping at the node after it has been identified causes the first relevant unit on the line to be spoken until its end, or until the user's finger is raised. In the latter case, touching the pad surface again resumes speech output at the point of interruption, just as it would during normal text access in the main area. The speech rate during holophrastic access is arbitrarily fixed, of course, since the user cursor (finger) is not moving. On reaching the end of the unit, a beep is generated if there is a further unit starting on the same line, as a signal to inform the user of this fact. Raising the finger and lowering it again, at this time, will cause the next unit to be spoken, a process that repeats if further units also follow. If the spoken unit runs over to the next or subsequent lines, the beginning of the next unit of the same type is found by continuing on down the column. Moving up or down the column during output terminates output and allows the user to find the next line, in the direction of search, that contains the start of another unit. Tapping the current holophrast node will repeat the current unit from the beginning, while tapping twice in rapid succession will force the speech output to begin again at the start of the first unit on the line. As will be noticed, gestural control is again being used. The holophrast method provides convenient access to the rows of columnar data, as well as access to structured text and program text. If, on the other hand, it is necessary to access successive items in column order, the user can find the intended column in the main window area, and then scan the column items vertically to produce the required output. The system is able to recognize most columnar data because of its regular layout and extra spacing, so that column entries may be handled properly, by row or by column.
Finally, the three top horizontal grooves in the working area are also special. If the text being accessed is regarded as a book, the position within the book may quickly be detected, marked and/or changed by using the top groove. The length of the groove may be though of as representing the largest possible book-900 pages (material so large that it exceeds this notional size should be broken into numbered volumes for separate access). A volume being viewed is represented by an appropriate proportion of the groove, starting at the left end. Within this portion a location tone, similar to the findcursor tone, allows the user to find where the book is open. Beyond the end of the volume, the tone drops to a constant low tone. To place a bookmark at the current location, the user simply taps once in the vicinity of the point located. The system automatically labels the bookmarks, and enters them in the holophrast for chapters (see below). To open the book at a different place, the user selects a new point along the groove and taps twice. The volume is opened at this new page and the working area is updated appropriately. The current maximumsized volume of 900 pages represents the maximum resolution of the system. Clearly, when "opening" a document at a new page, the page that appears may not be exactly the one required, as when dipping into a real book. Thus a few pages may need to be turned after opening the document to get to the exact page. When a page is turned, the page number may be read out of the working area, if the pages are numbered.
For unpaged material, the same control works in a somewhat similar manner, but as a straight proportion of the total material, not quantised by pages, which could make finding the right place a lot less convenient . The second groove from the top provides a holophrast of the chapter headings and bookmarks in the book. This works very much like the holophrast columns for the working area, but the entities are chapters and bookmarks. Bookmarks will identify themselves, either using the default names generated when they are first inserted, or using names provided then or later by the user.
Chapters may be expected to have names or numbers that can be used, and can also be read from the text being viewed in the normal way.
The third groove from the top provides a means of adjusting the window horizontally with respect to the material being viewed. If the lines of text are too wide to fit across the working area, they are initially pseudodisplayed with the leftmost character at the left edge of the window. Repositioning works very much like the vertical repositioning column described earlier. The window may be slid left and right across the material by running the finger along the third groove in the direction and by the amount that the user wishes the window to move, and then tapping once to signal readiness. Thus the movement ratio is one-to-one, and the change only occurs when the user is satisfied with the selection. When the window reaches the edge of the area defined for the material, it will beep and not move off the material. Normal pages will not require such movement, but it is provided to give flexibility in handling oversize page widths.
D. Host Access
The workstation may be used as a standalone device, providing many of the facilities expected of a personal computer. What is complete, so far, allows standalone editing. Interfaces to other people's packages, such as spreadsheets, have yet to be developed. However, it is also designed to provide enhanced terminal access to arbitrary host facilities. A standard 300/1200-baud modem, capable of answering or originating telephone calls automatically, allows data connections to be established to suitably equipped computers at remote locations. This includes public access information services. At this stage of development, the conveniences and advantages of using the Touch 'n Talk are rather dependent on the nature of the host software. However, a terminal emulator communicates with the host according to any of several standard terminal protocols, and updates the pseudo-display appropriately. Thus any software that can be operated using a normal terminal can, in principle, be operated by visually impaired people using Touch 'n Talk. Problems of optimized screen update, which uses control characters and text fragments to minimise the number of characters transmitted in updating the screen, are avoided, since the user only accesses the information once it is properly formatted on the pseudodisplay. Also, interruptions from time updates and the like do not occur. The user can determine the time by reading the appropriate portion of the pseudodisplay pad when it is convenient. Equally, multiplewindow operations are possible. The terminal emulator can also equate a page larger than the size of the pseudodisplay with the screen of the emulated terminal, and thus emulate a screen of arbitrary size. The windowdependent mechanisms discussed above will provide adequate means of viewing all parts. What we have not solved are the problems of drawing the user's attention to incoming error messages, unexpected screen updates, and worst of all, small changes. With a multiple window view for the sighted user, visual feedback, even in peripheral vision, tends to make even the smallest changes noticeable, without necessarily being distracting. For the visually impaired user, either every change must produce an auditory signal, which could be annoying, and still leaves the user with the problem of determining the full extent of the change(s), or the changes can be ignored, which could be worse. Error messages are an especial problem. Since the terminal emulator will pass "bell" characters as appropriate noises, host software can tag important updates by sounding the bell. However, the user still has to find out the full extent of the changes, which could range from a single character to the entire screen. One reasonable compromise is to beep once for every continous string of characters received, update the screen, and keep a secondary pseudodisplay showing only the most recent changes, with a facility for reading them both in and out of the whole screen context. This approach would provide an automatic "difference" indicator between an older screen and the current screen; a secondary pseudodisplay geared to change information. The user could control the rate at which the older screen was updated (which would involve the Touch 'n Talk terminal emulator keeping auxiliary history data), and thus control the amount and currency of the change information displayed on the secondary display. The idea could obviously be elaborated to make finding changes of any reasonable age fairly straightforward.
Soft functions can be provided to enable and disable the change beep (which would not sound the same as the bell character), to switch between primary and secondary pseudodisplays, and to control the context in which changes are placed. When reading changes "in context," speech resources of intonation, rhythm, voice quality, and the like could be used to distinguish the context from the changed material. Coupled with suitable bell characters from the host, the user is in a strong position to judge the likely importance of changes (given knowledge of different current activities), and to find out exactly what they are, quickly and conveniently. This is the line that is being taken in the current version of Touch 'n Talk. A better solution will depend on either considerable applications specific intelligence in the workstation, or specially written software in the host that makes use of extended functions in the workstation. Other secondary pseudodisplays could be used to provide ready access to other types of information (such as local system information), within reason.
INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Introduction
As part of the initial work on this project, to gain confidence that the approach proposed was viable, two simple, related experiments were carried out using a working prototype of the device described above. The object of the experiments was to find out if the basic ideas would work in practice, and if so, whether there was any performance advantage for the new system compared to existing systems. A comparative experimental form was chosen to get around some of the difficulties inherent in absolute performance measurement. The tasks were chosen to resemble those encountered in real working situations, with menus, text access, and the like. However, rather than attempting to compare measures of overall performance in uncontrolled real work sessions, with a user satisfying arbitrary goals, which would raise many problems and involve many factors besides those of interest, selected controlled subtasks were chosen. The subtasks were designed to focus on the use of: pointing; structure; location determination; and direct manipulation. These were the facilities we were interested in transposing to a nonvisual domain. We were also interested in a comparison of sighted users wearing blindfolds and blind users. It was considered quite likely that the latter would not have the same spatial abilities as the former, which could adversely affect their performance relative to the blindfolded, normally-sighted subjects in trying to use spatial cues. However, blind subjects are in relatively short supply, and should not be imposed upon. They should therefore be reserved for necessary crucial tests, if normally sighted subjects can provide the same valid data in routine experiments. Thus the initial evaluation was crucial in this latter sense, as well as in the feasibility sense.
B. Apparatus
Two systems were used. One was a conventional keyoperated talking terminal that resembled, in simplified form, typical current devices (the key device also referred to as the keyboard or even just KB). The other was a simplified version of the Touch 'n Talk, as described above (the pad device, also referred to as the speechpad or even just SP). Some effort was made not just to avoid biasing the experiment in favour of the new device but, if anything, to bias the experiment in favour of the old-style key-controlled talking terminal. We felt that if we tried very hard to tailor the key device to task characteristics appropriate to the intended use, as well as making it comparable to the pad device, and we still found a performance advantage for the pad device, we were more likely to be dealing with a real advantage rather than an artifact. Thus, although conventional talking keys on one current talking terminal resemble Fig. 3(a) , the key layout actually used for the key-controlled device in the experiment is shown in Fig. 3(b) . For comparison, a rather different, more complicated approach on another current keycontrolled talking terminal appears as Fig. 3(c) For the experimental layout, a help key accessed by the nonpreferred hand was also provided, in case subjects had difficulty remembering the effect of the keys. Adding the "up" and "down" keys allowed columnar data to be handled more easily ("previous line" and "next line" also reset the user cursor to start of line, whereas "up" and "down" did not). Columns are easily scanned with the pad device, so the addition of these keys to the key device was intended to reduce the advantage of the pad device in this respect. Adding the "top" and "bottom" keys reduced the advantage enjoyed by the pad device in getting to the top or bottom of the screen (important, since these are favored locations for display of frequently used and important information). Adding the cursor position readout key seemed an obvious refinement and again, in the context of the experiment, tended to reduce the purely functional advantage of the pad design, in contrast to the supposed perceptual/proprioceptive advantages that were at issue. Finally, instead of a key to silence output for the key device, we arranged that speech output only occurred as long as the key was held down. This was more natural, and analogous to the pad device. If the key was only depressed momentarily, so that no speech output was generated, the user cursor moved to the next unit, with only a beep to provide confirmatory feedback. Auto-repeat was provided to access successive units, except for speaking lines. An existing commercial text-to-speech translator was used for both devices under test (the one built into the Maryland Computer Systems Information Through Speech 2 (ITS) system). This does not represent the state of the art, but was adequate. Its most serious limitation for our purposes was its lack of dynamic speech rate control. This acted to the disadvantage of the pad device for obvious reasons-speech rate and finger movement were somewhat disconnected. For the current implementation we are using our own system for text-to-speech conversion.
The pad device only had the line holopohrast column and the cursor finding column, apart from the working area functions. We felt a "help" key was not necessary-a feeling that was justified by the results. The textured pad was a rough prototype of the one in current use. A photograph of this prototype appears as Fig. 4 .
Both devices (pad and key) were implemented with most components in common, based on a Corvus Computer Systems Concept 3 Rather than a pure touch pad, a Summagraphics Bitpad One 4 served to sense finger position in the pad configuration, because there were (and still are) difficulties obtaining a suitably large, high resolution touch pad capable of operating with a textured surface or overlay. A suitable search coil was attached to the finger to simulate the stylus. This seemed to be a defect of our equipment at the time, but provided an unexpected insight in the end, an outcome at which we have already hinted. Data collection, including timing, was automatic, the raw results file being built up on an attached host. Raising and lowering the finger was detected because the range of our finger mounted coil was limited so that the digitizing signal vanished when the finger was raised.
C. Method
Each subject was brought in for three approximately one hour sessions. The first hour was devoted to pre-trial procedures: consent forms were signed; a pretest question- 2 InformationThrough Speech is a registered trademark of Maryland Computer Systems.
3 Concept is a registered trademark of Corvus Computer Systems Inc. 4 Bitpad One is a registered trademark of Summagraphies Inc. naire was filled in; and subjects took a typing test and a Tmaze running test to provide a measure of control for typing and spatial ability. The results were used in allocating subjects to cells, and reviewed later, to avoid the possibility that we might, by chance, put all those who were "fast" or had superior spatial ability, in one treatment condition. The remaining two sessions were devoted to the experimental tasks. Of the two task types that formed the subject of the experiment, one was a game, based on targets and an ability to gain a feel for the spatial layout of the targets (used in session 2); and the other was a simplified screen editor that used a command menu (used in session 3). Figs 5(a) and 5(b) show, diagrammatically, typical screens for each task type.
Experiments to test relative speed of access to targets for different pointing methods have been carried out for the sighted (e.g. [3]). A target pops up in a random location, the subject keeps the target in visual focus, and uses some mechanism to move a cursor to the location. In this experiment, there was obviously no way of communicating such a system defined location directly to the user. Thus the locations had to be defined beforehand, and remembered (which is also consistent with real tasks), with the system asking for reference to any of these locations at random. Since we were not interested in the confounding effect of short-term memory limitations, the total number of locations accessed was kept within the general limits of short-term memory [8] .
For both sessions 2 and 3 the overall procedure was the same. First the subject gained familiarity with the particular display. We refer to this as the exploration phase. The exploration phase lasted until the users felt they had mastered the device, in the sense that they did not have to think about how to use it, but could concentrate on the task. This took ten minutes or so and did not seem to be a major issue. Then the user was asked to find single items (we refer to this as the pretest). Finally, the user was asked to find combinations of items, in order (we refer to this as the main test). The pretest was intended to mediate between the user-determined exploration phase, and the main test, to make sure that the user "knew" the different locations in some real sense before performing the main task. Thus there were really four test series for each device on which measurements were taken. A target pretest, a target main test, an edit pretest and an edit main test. As there were two devices, each subject completed a total of eight test series. As a precaution against the effects of the material used confounding the result, some subjects used one set of test material (material A) and others used another (material B). As a precaution against order effects, half the subjects used the key device first and half the pad device. Thus the experimental design was a mixed factors design with two grouping variables or between subjects factors (first device: keyboard versus speechpad; and first material: material A versus material B), and one within subjects (or repeated measure) factor (device: keyboard versus speechpad), as illustrated in Table I .
Each test series consisted of six, seven or eight trials (depending on the test series concerned) using the screen with which the user had just become familiar. Each trial started by having the user read a machine generated description of the task from the top line of the screen. The task description was continuously available, and the number of times a user found it necessary to re-read the task description was assumed to be a useful measure of the mental load in using the device (pad or key) to complete the task. Appendix A provides copies of the actual instructions to subjects, together with the pre-and post-test questionnaires. The instructions were actually recorded on cassette and played to subjects, for obvious reasons, and the experimenter wrote in questionnaire answers for the blind subjects. Material B first S1, S3, S8, S10, S13 S6, S12, S15, S17 S5, S9, S11, S14 S2, S4, S7, S16 The same pattern was repeated for each device, for each task, the starting device being assigned at random within the constraints imposed by the experimental design. Thus a given subject would execute four tasks on each device, each task comprising a number of trials, would start with either the key device or the pad device, and would use one of two types of material.
Six dependent variables were measured. In each trial, the subject signified satisfaction with each location selection by saying "mark," the experimenter acting in the role of speech recogniser. Thus time could be measured for each trial from starting to read the task description to completing the task, whether single item selection or a sequential task. Incorrect selection led to the generation of an error message and signified an error. Errors were also counted. In addition, the number of words listened to (words), the number of reversals of scanning direction (implying the subject overshot an intended target, was learning structure, or was somehow lost) (reversals), the number of readings of the instruction line (task), and number of times the help key was used (for the key device) were all counted. In practice, the help key was simply not used, and there were no data to analyze. Thus five dependent variables appear in our analysis .
After the last task had been completed, subjects were asked to fill in a posttest questionnaire. Additional informal data were collected by the experimenter, who made notes on the progress of the trials and any remarks made by subjects. These form part of the basis for some of our interpretations.
D. Subjects
Twelve sighted students (subjects 1 to 12) and five blind students (subjects 13 to 17) acted as subjects. All were volunteers and were paid $4 an hour. All but one of the subjects were students at the University of Calgary, ranging in age from 20 to 35. All the sighted students were majoring in computer science and therefore had at least two years of core courses in computer science. A large proportion of them were drawn from the Computer Science 481 (Human-Computer Interaction) course. None of the blind students was majoring in computer science, but two of them had taken one computer science course each.
E. Null Hypotheses
The following null hypotheses were considered. In each case, the comparison is between performance with the pad device and performance with the key device.
I There is no difference in time taken to complete tasks II There is no difference in the number of errors made III There is no difference in the number of words listened to IV There is no difference in the number of times the task instructions are read V There is no difference in the number of scanning direction reversals VI The two devices are equally easy to learn and remember
The rationale for some of the above is also of interest. Time and errors are traditional performance measures (I and II). For III, we assume that, in order to perform the task, the user only needs to read a certain number of words. Any words beyond that limit should be unnecessary, and only generated due to some kind of device handling problems. If one device consistently requires a subject to listen to more words than the other, it could reasonably be considered inferior. For IV, we assume that if the subjects have to re-read the definition of a simple task, there has been some interference due to the cognitive load in using the device. If one device consistently causes users to read the task description more often than the other, it could reasonably be considered harder to use and therefore inferior. In V, we may be concerned either with a degree of flexibility in searching (more reversals suggests greater flexibility) or with a degree of disorientation (more reversals suggests more confusion). The hypothesis was exploratory. Finally, for VI, it ws hypothesized that if the key device were as easy to learn and use as the pad device, the subjects would not need to use the help key for that device, since its operation would be equally easy to learn in the initial stages, prior to testing. One needs little help in operating a finger, if the pointing model has any validity at all.
F. Results and Analysis
The initial statistical analysis was carried out using the SPSS statistics package (SPSS for Multics/6880, Version H. Release 9.1, 1982) (see also [9] ). However, a complete reanalysis of all the results was carried out as a check, using the BMDP package [4] , especially the analysis of variance with repeated measures subprogram bmdp2v. The BMDP package proved much nicer to work with and is the source for nearly all the figures quoted (with the exception of the initial test for differences between blind and sighted subjects). Where the analyses were comparable, however, the two sets of results were in close agreement. The main analyses used the subject means for the dependent variables from the four test series as input data. These results appear in Appendix B, together with the responses to the pretest and posttest questionnaires, except that since help was essentially not used, no data for help are presented.
The typing and T-maze tests produced widely varying results that were well distributed over the different cells in the experimental design. No recourse to explanations based on anomalies in these results was needed, and they are not considered further.
The main performance measure for this experiment was time taken to complete tasks. Before proceeding further, a preliminary analysis, breaking the trials down by task type, and sightedness of subjects, was done to see if there was a compelling reason for distinguishing the blind subjects from the normally sighted subjects based on their performance. Two factors were important in this decision: homogeneity of variance, and difference in group means. Table II summarizes the results of this analysis, which is broken down by test type. None of test conditions shows a significant inhomogeneity of variance (although there is a suggestive trend for the speechpad in the edit pretest). Likewise, a t-test of the differences between the test means for blind subjects versus sighted subjects failed to reveal anything close to a significant difference. It is interesting that there is a tendency for the blind subjects to do relatively better on the speechpad than on the key device, compared to the sighted subjects, as revealed by a comparison of the times, and the keyboard to speechpad time ratio. This suggests a greater ability to use the pad device on the part of our blind subjects. However, it is not statistically significant, and does not warrant separate analysis. Thus the results for all subjects were pooled.
The analysis of variance for the pooled results is shown as Table III . There is no evidence of interaction between the main effect and device order or material used, for any task. Three of the trial conditions (that is, all except for the edit pretest) show a significant (0.01 level) or highly significant (0.001 level) difference between the two devices. The magnitude of the difference is also quite significant in a non-statistical sense, since, on average, subjects using the key device took nearly half as long again to complete the tasks as those using the pad device. The average keyboard to speechpad time ratio over all trials was 1.45. One subject in one task completed the task 6 times faster using the pad device, despite a respectable time using the key device (blind subject number 13, in the edit pretest, had a mean time using the keyboard of 1918.5 time units (95.9 s), and a mean time using the speechpad of 311.5 time units (15.6 s), giving a ratio of 6.16).
The edit pretest does not show a significant difference between the mean completion times, even though the keyboard to speechpad ratio is comparable to (though slightly lower than) the other test condition ratios. Splitting the edit pretest into two parts, trials 1-3 and trials 4-6 shows that the difference for trials 1 -3 is just statistically significant (at the 0.05 level) (see Table IV ). The only comment that can be made, at this point, is that the residual error in the data was proportionately greater in the edit pretest than in the other tests (hence the lower value of F despite the difference in means) and that we thought this may have been due to the inhomogenous nature of the edit pretest. That is, in trials 1-3, subjects were asked to find a word in the sentence, which could be readily learned on first hearing it, whereas in trials 4-6. they were asked to find a word from one of the other two areas, which were probably less easily dealt with, having fewer constraints. Thus potentially differing stategies may have affected the data differently, leading to the greater residual, and allowing statistical significance to be detected on the split analysis. The actual results for the split analysis do not provide very strong support for this suggestion. Perhaps the more complicated display simply led to a wider variety of strategies. It is worth noting that a split t-test of the difference between sighted subjects and blind subjects, based on trials 1-3 versus trials 4-6 in the edit pretest, still showed no reason to analyze them separately. These data are not tabulated.
The other dependent variables were also subjected to a repeated measures analysis of variance. The results for the main effects are summarised in Table V . In all cases there were significantly more reversals in scanning direction (0.001 level) when using the pad device than when using the key device. For the edit task, significantly more words were read when using the key device than when using the pad device (0.05 level for the pretest and 0.001 level for the main test). No other differences based on main effects were significant. Three interactions were statistically significant (device with first device for errors on the target pretest, and device with first device and material order for task line readings on both the edit pretest and the edit main test). These interactions are ignored partly because of small absolute significance (especially for the occurrence of errors-there being a slightly greater chance of error using the pad device if it were used first and a slightly smaller chance of an error using the key device if it were used first); and partly because they allowed no rationization (subjects were somewhat more likely to revisit the task line when using the pad device, if they used it first with material A on the edit pretest, but the opposite effect was observed on the edit main test).
G. Discussion H I -There is no difference in time taken to complete tasks:
Time was the main performance measure for our experiment. For all test series except the edit pre-test there was a substantial (45 percent faster on average) statistically significant (at the 0.01 level or better) difference in favour of the pad device regardless of the order in which the devices were used. For the edit pretest, a performance advantage was present, and this was statistically significant for trials 1-3 (at the 0.05 level). Varying the material had no effect on this finding. Lack of familiarity with key-based devices does not seem to be an issue. Our blind subjects were all competent, some skilled keyboard users, and all the sighted subjects were regular keyboard users. The keys were simple to use as evidenced by the almost total lack of recourse to the help key by subjects, and the relatively similar error rates, which were low for both devices. Thus we firmly reject the first (main) null hypothesis and conclude that not only is the new pad device usable for simple but realistic tasks, but also it may offer significant performance advantages.
This finding, that pointing is superior to keys for location determination and access, is consistent with studies using sighted subjects carried out on other pointing devices, comparing them to keys (e.g. [3]). What is significant in our study is that apparently similar advantages can be made available to blind users, based on an effective translation of the direct manipulation domain normally associated with tight visual feedback into the tactile/ proprioceptive/audio domain. It must be emphasized that this finding is preliminary, and based on fairly simple task elements. However, within the limitations of our experimental set-up, it seems fairly robust.
H II-There is no difference in the number of errors made: As already noted, we do not reject this hypothesis. There was no evidence of any difference and error rates were very low on both devices. Such errors as did occur were usually caused by subjects hearing the target word last, but moving onto adjacent white space before marking. This was regarded as an error, as it would cause problems in a real editing situation. Subjects soon learned to double check location before marking but clearly problems with synthesizer speech rate control, and a need to improve the nonspeech audio feedback are relevant here. Progress can certainly be made in these respects. It is worth noting that the error data suggest that the problem of time-error trade-off was not a problem in our experiment.
H III -There is no difference in the number of words listened to: This hypothesis is not rejected for the target task, but is rejected for the edit task. Many more synthesized words (48 percent more) were called out by subjects using the key device than by subjects using the pad device, and this difference was statistically significant (at the 0.05 level for the edit pretest, and the 0.001 level for the edit main test). That this effect was task dependent very likely reflects the highly artificial structure of the display for the target task, in which subjects were in effect compelled to listen to a good many words to determine their location relative to the target cell, regardless of the device used. In the editing task, the natural structure of the sentences, coupled with the richer structure of the display, could provide much more location information for each of the words read, and allow the subject to complete the task on the basis of fewer of them if they really gained a "feel" for the structure. It suggests that the pad device is superior in such a situation and is clearly an area for more research .
H IV -There is no difference in the number of times the instructions are read: Although this hypothesis is not rejected for any task, some comment is in order. Observations made by the experimenter suggested that subjects using the keyboard were reluctant to return to the command line to check the task, preferring to take a chance on marking the wrong thing rather than lose the location just determined. Pad users were able to keep track of the location with the nonpreferred hand while referring back to the command line with the hand holding/ wearing the stylus. Precisely what effect this behavior had was not directly measurable within the experimental design and, in any case, as already noted, there were few errors with either device, so the keyboard users' strategy was obviously a good one. Nevertheless, a useful addition to the key device would seem to be a user-cursor memory, requiring a save and restore key, which would overcome the problem. However, this illustrates how quickly a simple key approach can become too complicated, if useful facilities are added indiscriminately. However, with the flexibility and character of the pad device, some of these facilities not only come "for free" in the sense that they do not require special hardware provision, but are also very natural, which could alleviate the potential problem of excess cognitive complexity arising from providing too many facilities with inadequate integration. It seems obvious that, with extended use, a system that does not provide easy confirmation will engender greater anxiety and fatigue, and probably cause a degradation of performance. Thus, although it is not justified directly, our feeling is that the pad device was superior in providing easy cursor memory, and that an equivalent function for the key device would not completely redress the balance. However, some of this advantage might evaporate if users were also using a keyboard to enter text or other data, forcing tactile discontinuity [6] . This is why it is important to be able to use more than one cursor, and manipulate them easily and naturally, whatever the device. This kind of consideration typifies the distinction between providing required functionality, and providing that functionality in convenient, usable form. Care in thinking through and testing details of an interactive system at this level (and even lower) is crucial to making excellent computerhuman interfaces. It is also worth noting that a true touch device might preclude the use of the nonpreferred hand for marking unless the device were capable of resolving multiple contact points. Even then, suitable algorithms would need to be developed to handle multiple contacts intelligently. This could prove an interesting research problem, given that elbows, coffee cups and the like might all have to be distinguished as well. Given our experience with the use of a stylus, rather than touch, however, it may not be of practical concern (see below).
H V -There is no difference in the number of scanning direction reversals: Typically, subjects reversed scanning direction from two to four times more often when using the pad device than when using the key device. The differences are all significant at the 0.001 level or better so that we firmly reject the null hypothesis. Since performance was clearly superior using the pad device, with low error rates on both devices, we believe that the difference again reflects the flexibility of the device, rather than some kind of problems faced by subjects. To reverse direction on the keyboard required subjects to change keys while reversing on the pad presented no such discontinuity. We speculate that the ease of reversal may well be part of the reason for the superiority of the pad device in our experiment, allowing more effective searching with less cognitive load, although we have no direct evidence for this Certainly, such a factor would promote structure determination. As it happens, we obtained some direct evidence which we have interpreted in support of the idea that the pad device promoted structure learning while the key device did not. The argument is presented in the section following discussion of the null hypotheses .
H VI -The two devices are equally easy to learn and remember: The help key for the key device was used so rarely that the data generated were insignificant in an absolute sense, and are not included in the tabulations. This suggests that the key device could be completely mastered during the first exploration phase. This was also true of the pad device, which had no help key. Thus we have no reason to reject the null hypothesis. However, it must be remembered that the key device was a greatly simplified version of a full talking terminal, which may quickly become complex through the addition of needed ancillary functions that may not require special provision in a pad device. Thus a key device set up for more complex situations may require a well supported help key. Our intuition is that it would. Even the pad device may require help facilities in a full implementation. We are certainly incorporating help facilities in the workstation based on our new design, although it is primarily intended to call up systems and applications oriented help. For additional information on learnabihty and ease of use, we turn to the answers to the post-test questionnaire in Table VI (note:  the individual questionnaire results appear in Appendix B,  Table B-V) . Questions 1-6 of that questionnaire elicited a scaled response on a range from -2 (strongly disagree) to + 2 (strongly agree), and the tabulated results show the average scale response. We tried to incorporate a degree of internal validation in the questionnaire by eliciting similar information in two rather differently phrased questions for each major point of interest.
General: Neither type of subject reported finding either of the devices hard to learn (Questions 1 and 2) . On average, they disagreed with the suggestion that either was hard to learn (scale -1), although the blind subjects tended to disagree less strongly with that suggestion about the key device (scale = -0.6). Questions 3 and 4 were concerned with ease of use, specifically confusion in use. The results are less clear cut, but there is certainly a difference between the two types of subject. Normally sighted subjects did not feel either device caused confusion, with roughly equal strength (scale = -0.4). The blind subjects (who were our real target user population) were ambivalent about the key device (scale 0.0), but disagreed that the pad device caused confusion (scale -1.2). Finally Questions 5 and 6 probed the subjective impression of effectiveness for the two devices. Here the difference between the two types of subject is even more marked. The normally sighted subjects did not have strong feelings either way as to which device was faster in use for location determination, even though objective measurement showed that they were faster with the pad. The blind subjects, however, disagreed with the suggestion that they found the key device faster (scale = -1.2) and agreed with the suggestion that they found the pad device faster (scale = 1.4). These subjective impressions were borne out by the objective results.
The remaining questions were really repeated requests for similar information, rephrased and in different response form, to provide a built-in check on the subjective data, as already noted. On the whole they are consistent with the results already discussed. It is interesting to note that even though the sighted subjects somewhat preferred the key device (Questions 9, 10, and 11), they found the pad device easier to learn and found it caused no more confusion (Questions 7 and 8) . Also, of course, their objective performance was very much better on the pad device and, in fact, not significantly different to that of the blind subjects. We can only assume that, as they were all frequent keyboard users, the apparently paradoxical preference for the key device somehow reflected their great familiarity with keyboards, compared to special devices with textured surfaces, which they had almost certainly never encountered before. Based on our own (unpublished) experience in other experiments involving blindfolds, we feel that this effect may have been enhanced by the stress of wearing a blindfold. Blind subjects, on the other hand, are used to feeling and exploring without seeing as part of their everyday activities, including (for some) reading Braille books. It seems that the pad device format has potential for blind computer users in the sense that not only does it work, but it is also immediately acceptable and comfortable. It also illustrates a cautionary note in further experiments. While we may assume that performance may be measured in similar tasks using sighted subjects wearing blindfolds, as a basis for design, the subjective aspect of users can only safely be investigated using blind subjects. Subjective preference does not necessarily follow conditions for optimum performance. In any case, frequent revalidation of normally sighted versus blind subjects must be undertaken, especially if the aspects being investigated, or the format of the experiment, were to differ significantly from our study.
It should also be noted that the context for blind subjects in answering the questionnaire was quite different from that of the normally sighted subjects. This, we speculate, is part of the explanation for the differences in response. All of the blind subjects had used some form of talking terminal before, and, for them, this experiment presented a real situation under real conditions. For the sighted it was more like some strange sort of game. Thus the blind subjects were far more concerned with the usability of the devices. Given their background, the normally sighted subjects, although very familiar with keys, had probably had little or no experience with pointing devices, and certainly had none using such a device without the benefit of sight, as already noted. Although we specifically asked subjects about their experience with talking terminals (in the pretest questionnaire), we overlooked the almost equally relevant question about experience with pointing devices.
There are a few other points that are worth discussing. First, it was stated earlier that additional direct evidence concerning the value of the pad device as a structure visualising aid had come to light. Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate graphically the device order interaction with mean time to complete a trial under various conditions. As previously noted, the order interaction was not statistically significant, as is also suggested by the graphs. However, the graphs do reveal a consistent effect that should be investigated further. There were two groups: subjects 1, 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15, and 17 who used the key device first in all tests; and the remainder who used the pad device first. During trials with different devices, either learning occurred on the first device used, that could be transferred usefully to trials using the second device, or it did not. If such learning did not occur, then one would expect the mean trial times for a given test type and device to be roughly equal for the two groups. This is only obviously true for subjects using the pad device for the edit pretest. If on the other hand useful transfer did take place equally for either device, from the first device used to the second then one would expect the mean trial times for a given test type and device to be shorter for the group using the device second than for the group using the device first, for either device, since the group using either device second would have the benefit of useful learning transferred from their experience of using the other device first. In fact, as is clear from the absence of significant interactions and the direction of the main effect, this effect only occurred for the keyboard. That is, subjects using the key device first were slower on the key device than subjects using the pad device first, but they were also no faster on the pad device than subjects using the pad device first. They were usually slower (except for the edit pretest), the extreme case occurring for the target main test. We interpret this as suggesting that something could be learnt using the pad device for a test series that could he transferred to subsequent use of the key device, but that the reverse either did not happen, or happened to a much lesser degree. An elaboration of our argument follows.
The mean total elapsed time for completion of the target type trials using the key device was considerably longer than the mean total elapsed time using the pad device. The difference was less extreme for the edit type trials. Thus one effect taking place may be fatigue. Those subjects using the key device first took longer and would therefore have been relatively more fatigued when faced with the second device (pad), than those using the pad device first were when faced with the key device. Such a hypothesis is consistent with our informal observations during the experiment. However, fatigue cannot explain why subjects who started on the pad device performed better on the key device than subjects who started on the key device. We therefore hypothesize that considerable transferrable learning takes place when subjects use the pad device-for example, in terms of forming some usable mental representation of the structure of the test material, but that such learning does not take place when using the key device. This is consistent with our initial intuitions when developing our approach. Further research is clearly called for.
The second insight, which ran counter to our intuitions, concerned the use of a stylus. We had considered this to be an unfortunate compromise in setting up our experiment, and took pains to make the finger the main focus as a locator, for what seemed obvious reasons. In fact, the sensor attached to the finger seemed to cause both problems and irritation (as might be expected) but a number of subjects actually preferred to remove the sensor attachment from their finger and use it as a normal stylus while, at the same time, feeling the surface with the finger near the stylus. They preferred this arrangement. Discussions with subjects following the experiment revealed that they felt much more in control when using the sensor as a normal stylus because they could still feel the features of the surface, but knew precisely which point was indicated because of their awareness of the stylus tip position. It seems that, even with a "proper" touch surface, the finger would still provide only a rather imprecise feeling for the physical location. Clearly further research is needed but, for now, we are proceeding with a normal stylus, in conjunction with the Bitpad One and overlay, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Finally, we turn to a minor anomaly of the individual data. The three fastest subjects on the pad device were all blind subjects (subjects 13, 14 and 16, as judged by overall mean trial time). The other two blind subjects turned in completely typical times (seven sighted subjects were faster, five slower). All that distinguished the three fast blind subjects from the other blind subjects to our knowledge was the relatively early age of onset of their blindness. Whether or not this led to better development of their tactile, proprioceptive, and spatial-memory abilities, or whether these subjects were simply exceptional as evidenced by their reaching university level despite their lifetime disability is yet another possibility for some interesting follow-up research.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a design for an interactive direct-manipulation device intended to improve computer access for blind computer users, and make it possible for them to use modern systems that often depend critically on pointing and selection based on structured displays. It could easily be adapted to iconic displays, though without the iconic advantages enjoyed by normally sighted users (we wonder if auditory equivalents of visual icons could be developed and automatically associated with their visual counterparts to regain these advantages). We have also presented the results of an experiment intended to validate the basic principles of the device. Besides providing data about the device, the experiment embodies an approach to evaluation of interface components that has been used by others. Design and experiment are iterative. The current design, detailed in the first part of the paper, represents the second iteration, following the initial design and the conduct of the experiment.
We believe that our design represents a workable initial solution to the problem of substituting for a restricted visual channel in multimodal human-computer dialogue. A personal computer equipped with a digitizing tablet, as well as a speech synthesizer and other equipment, provides the basis for a special workstation designed to allow the visually impaired user access comparable to that now available to normally sighted colleagues. Touch, proprioceptive feedback, and voice feedback, coupled with the detection of natural gestures, like page turning movements and reversals, may be used to avoid the need for a multiplicity of special functions accessed by complicated keybased devices, and may be used to allow a spatial image of structured screens to be exploited without the need for visual feedback. Experimental evidence suggests that the basic device, in simple task situations: offers close to a 50 percent performance advantage over conventional talking terminals; is perceived to be easier to learn and use; and is preferred by the target population of blind users. It also suggests caution in establishing subjective preference, as opposed to objective performance measures, since the subjective preferences of the sighted users seem to differ from those of blind users, and run counter to what might be expected from objective performance measures.
A prototype workstation, based on the design presented, and the experiments performed, is near completion at the University of Calgary. 
A. General Instructions
Thank you very much for volunteering to take part in this experiment. In the following, we will give you some general information about the experiment and its purpose, the procedures which are to be followed, and your rights as a subject in an experiment.
Please be aware at all times that you may discontinue your participation in this experiment at any time. You are under no obligation to complete the whole procedure. After you have read these instructions, we would like you to sign a declaration that you have been given complete instructions which you have understood, that you have volunteered for this experiment and that you understand that you may stop and leave at any point in the experiment. Now some more information about the experiment itself. For a larger research project, we are testing different means of accessing a fixed display of text, when the only way of finding out what is displayed is to hear the words spoken. This is a situation with which visually impaired computer users are confronted. Thus, you will be blindfolded for the whole experiment. If you don't like to be blindfolded, please tell the experimenter right away. In that case, you probably should not take part in the experiment.
In the experiment at hand, you will get to use two different devices: In one set-up, you will be provided with a number of keys which move an imaginary pointer around on a pagelike area on which words are arranged. As this pointer reaches a word, the word is spoken. With the other device, you will touch a surface which has embossed lines on it, and you will use your own finger to point at words . The purpose of the experiment is to determine if either of the devices enables you to find and use some of the words. We will be measuring the time taken from start to finish in doing this, as well as the number of errors made. However, it is the devices we are testing, not you. We expect you to have some difficulty. This is necessary to allow us to judge the devices and the experiment has been designed to provide a challenge for this reason. However, please work as fast and accurate as possible so that we can compare the devices properly.
During the experiment, for each tool, you will be introduced to it first, and will be given some time to play with it and get acquainted with it. You will then be presented with instructions describing the task you are to perform. There are two different tasks, a target-finding game, and an editing task. In both tasks, you will be doing similar things. In the beginning, you will be asked to familiarize yourself with the lay-out of the page on which the words are laid out. (Note that you cannot feel the words, but in the touch task you can feel the lines.). You can take as long as you like, within practical limits. When you are ready to proceed, you will be given a task, like finding a word, letter or number on the display. Please, find this item, and mark it, by saying "MARK." In this experiment, we do not pursue the "normal" way of marking things through the pressing of buttons, because this might disturb you in operating the device. This is why we are giving you a voice-recognition device. When you say "mark," the computer will understand this and try to mark the item at which you are pointing. You will then get an answer revealing whether or not the mark was set or whether you missed the item expected. You will be given some practice in order to get used to speaking to a machine.
So much for the general overview. In the first part of the experiment, you will only be taking a pre-test and answer some questions which we think are important for the interpretation of the results of the experiment. In the second part, you will be introduced to one of the tools, and you will perform the first task with it. Then you will do the same thing using the other device. In the third part of the experiment, you will then be presented with a slightly more complicated task. Again you will be asked to perform tasks on both devices.
We thank you again for your interest in this experiment and for taking the time to perform the task. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask the experimenter. If you should feel uncomfortable in any way throughout the experiment, please tell the experimenter. This is not a trial of how much torture you can take, but a test of the usefulness or otherwise of two experimental tools designed to help visually disabled people.
B. Instructions for Use of the Keyboard
With the "key"-device in front of you, you get access to a page of information, displayed by the computer. The page has a total of 40 lines. You have an imaginary pointer which can be moved around on that page. You can hear a word spoken when the pointer is pointing at the word or series of words. You are provided with a total of 14 different keys, which allow you to move the pointer to any location on that page and hear the word or words which are displayed in that location spoken for you.
The keys can be grouped into character-, word-, and linekeys, as well as some other keys. Each key will move the pointer to some location, and then speak the information there, unless you release it right away. If you do release the key right away, the pointer will only move, and "beep" in a high frequency tone, to let you know that the movement occurred. At this point, you should probably hit one of the keys to find out what that sounds like.
The next thing to know is that any key is able to "tell" you what it does rather than doing it. To use this feature, you hold down the shift-key while striking the key you wish to know about. So, if you forget what a key does, this will help you to find out again. Now let's turn to the detailed key functions: Let us begin with the "current word" key, the one with the mark on it. The experimenter will help you to find this, or any other key, during training. The "current word" key will move the pointer to the beginning of the current word, and then speak it, unless you release the key right away. To the right of this key, you will find the "next word" key. This will move the pointer to the next word and speak it, and if you still hold the key down, it will move on and eventually read the whole screen for you. When it reaches the end of a line, it "beeps" and then jumps to the beginning of the next line.
To the left of "current word," you will find the "previous word" key. It works somewhat like "next word," except that it moves in the reverse direction.
Below the word keys, you will find the three character keys. Again, these behave just like the word keys, just with characters at a time.
Above the word keys, you will find the three "line-keys," again like the word keys. The current line key moves you to the beginning of the line and starts reading it. Previous and nextline move the pointer to the beginning of the appropriate line, and start reading the new line. However, you do not have to listen to the whole line. The machine will only read as long as you hold the key down. If you hold the key down long enough, it will read to the end of the line and stop there. In any case, your cursor will be pointing to the word which you heard last. Thus, "next word" will continue reading from there, "previous word" will take you back one word. Pressing "current line" again will result in starting the same line over again.
As the line keys always move you to the beginning of a line, you need two more keys, if you want to move up and down a column. So the key above "previous line" takes you exactly 1 word up, while the key above "next line" will take you exactly 1 word down. If you hold either of the keys down, it will attempt to read the current word, and then moves on to the next/previous line, to repeat same function. However, if the columns are not aligned properly, you may have to hit "previous word" in order to find the right item.
All of the keys mentioned so far move the pointer relative to where it was before. There are two "absolute" motions: To the right of the "next line" key, there is "beginning of page," which takes you to the beginning of line 1. Below that key, you find "end of page," which takes you to the beginning of line 40, which is the last line on the page.
There is one more key that might help you when you are lost: the big key in the lower left corner. It tells you the current location, by line and column, of the pointer.
You are encouraged to try all of these keys as long as you like, until you feel reasonably familiar with them. Feel free to ask the experimenter if you need help or explanations.
Please tell the experimenter when you are ready to proceed with the experiment.
C. Instructions for Use of the Speech-Pad
In front of you you find a surface, much like the page of a book, with lines embossed on it. Altogether, there are 40 lines on the page. With the little antenna attached to your finger, you can use this device to read what is written on the pagewhichever word you point to will be spoken by the machine.
Thus, you can move along a line, and the line will be read to you, until you stop or take your finger away. You can also point to an arbitrary location and hear the word which is written there spoken. To repeat a word, you lift your finger and lower it down in the same place.
There are several special situations: First, if the device does not speak while you are pointing at some spot on the surface, there are probably just spaces under your finger. Secondly, if you touch a blank line, you will hear a "beep"; this will be repeated if you keep on moving on that line. Thirdly, if you reach the end of a line, so that only blank spaces follow to the right, you will hear the same "beeps," but considerably shorter. Fourthly, if you want to read backwards, you will have to move quite a bit slower than when going forwards, otherwise the device won't react. This avoids lines being read backwards accidentally when skipping backwards to the beginning of a line. This is basically all you have to know about the main area.
Special provisions are made for scanning. On the lefthand side of the page there is a specially marked column. If you move your finger into that column, at a line position, you will hear the whole line spoken, without having to trace it. The machine will stop reading the line, when you lift your finger, that is, you don't have to listen to the whole line.
If you want to access characters at a time, rather than words, you will have to switch the device into spell-mode. You do this by touching the button on the right side, in the middle of the page. To get back to word-mode, touch the same button again.
You are encouraged to try the procedures which were just described as long as you like, until you feel reasonably familiar with the device. Feel free to ask the experimenter for help or explanations.
D. Instructions for the Target Task
The first task in this experiment can be considered a game.
First of all, each line of the page contains five evenly spaced + signs, which form columns across the lines. Overlayed with that structure, there are four different targets on the page. The layout of the page will remain unchanged throughout the task.
Each target has the same diamond shape. In the center of the target, there will be a single letter, with a star on each side of it. This basic group is surrounded by numbers. A "3" signals that you touched the outmost ring, while a "2" or "1" means that you are zeroing in to the target.
You are asked to explore the whole page, find all four targets, and remember roughly where each letter is located. When you feel comfortable with the display, you proceed to the task.
To find out what you are supposed to do, move to the top line of the page and read it. In the first stage of the task, it will, for example, ask you to "find 'r'." Now you move to the target containing the letter 'r,' move your pointer (or your finger) to the letter, and mark it by saying "mark." After eight trials of this nature, you will proceed to the second stage of the task.
In the second stage, you will be asked to spell a combination of three letters. You are asked to find the targets in th right order and mark the letters in them by saying "mark" each time you find one. If you forget what your task was, move back to the top line. It will be there for you to read it again.
Remember, to mark a letter, you move the pointer to the letter and say "mark." The machine will recognize this command. Make sure that the pointer really is pointing at the letter before you say "mark." If you are not pointing at a letter, or at a wrong letter, when you attempt to mark it, the machine will tell you so, and ask you to try again. Otherwise, the machine will answer "mark set on…" The trial is finished when you succeed in marking the last letter of the word. You will then proceed to the next trial, when you are ready, by moving to the top line again.
In all trials, work as fast and accurate as you comfortably can without making too many errors for your liking. However, you should not feel under time-stress. You may rest between the trials.
If you have any questions, feel free to ask the experimenter.
Please tell the experimenter when you are ready to start your training.
E. Instructions for the Editing Task
In this session of the experiment, you will be presented with a kind of editing task.
The display for this task will contain everything you need to perform the task. On the top of the page, there will be the current task. Near the middle of the page, you will find a sentence, which is to be changed, one word at a time. To the right on the page, there is a column of new words which can be used to change the sentence. This column is separated from the main text area by a vertical line. Near the bottom of the page, you will find the three commands insert, delete, and change. These are separated from the main text with a dashed line. The experimenter will tell you what the sentence is and what words are in the list.
When you have familiarized yourself with the display, you will proceed to the tasks. As in the target-task, you will start a trial by moving to the top line and reading the task. This task will remain there throughout the trial, in case you need to re-read it.
In the first stage, you will simply he asked to find a word on the display. This word can be in the sentence, the column of new words, or the command area. You are expected to find that word and mark it by saying "MARK," just like in the target task.
In the second stage, you will be asked to perform more complex commands, like "change cat to dog." The following is an example for going about this.
First, in all cases, you need to find the word in the sentence, "cat" in this case. Say "mark" when you have found it. The machine will then confirm saying: "mark set on cat." Next you will have to find the word you want "cat" changed to, in this case "dog." You can find all the new words on the right side of the page, arranged in a doublespaced column. When you have found "dog" in that column, say "mark" again. The machine will again confirm. With the two words to be exchanged marked, you need to find the command "change." The three commands are found near the bottom of the page, with dashed lines above and below them. Having found "change," you are asked to say "mark" again. In this case, the machine will answer "changing cat to dog" and exchange the two words.
Again, as in the previous task, the machine will not set a mark when you are not pointing at the right item, but will ask you to try again.
In order to provide some clues as to where to find the new word in the list at the side, the list is organized similar to the sentence, i.e. if you change a word early in the sentence, it will be near the top of the list. Similarly, if you change a word near the end of the sentence, the corresponding word will be near the end of the list .
You may ask the experimenter for help and explanations. Also, you will keep making changes to the same sentence, so eventually you will be familiar with the sentence and find the item right away. 
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